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Let G be an affine, connected, semisimple, simply connected algebraic
group over an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p. In this
paper we give an exact description of the blocks of the rational represen-
tation of G. We show that, if the root system of G is indecomposable, the
block 9(A)  containing a dominant weight A is precisely the set of dominant
weights which are conjugate to 1 under the “dot” action of the affme Weyl
group Wprt~j+l (r(A) is defined in Section 2) of G. From this one may easily
obtain the blocks of an arbitrary semisimple group. The result was obtained
by Winter for the two dimensional special linear group in [ 151 and, for G of
arbitrary type and ), “p-regular,” by Humphreys and Jantzen in Section 2.4
of [lo]. The analogous result for the hyperalgebra of an infinitesimal
subgroup of G, for general A,  was proved by Jantzen in Section 5.5 of [ 111.
There are two parts to this problem. On the one hand we must show that
the set of dominant weights which are W,,r(,l)  + 1 conjugate to I is a union
of blocks and, on the other, we must show that this set is contained in a
block. The first part of our solution to this problem builds on recent work of
Andersen [I], which implies the desired conclusion when r(l)  is zero. The
appropriate result here is essentially proved in Section 2.3 of [ lo], though
our proof is based on that in the author’s thesis (Section 4(A) of [4]).  This is
dealt with, after the preliminaries of Section 1, in Section 2. Sections 3 to 5
contain the second part of our solution to this problem. In Section 3 we show
that any block must contain an element arbitrarily distant from each wall of
the dominant region. In Section 4 we show that if II is any weight, not equal
to minus half the sum of the positive roots, and a any simple root then one
can go from h to ;1 -P’(,~)+’ a by a finite number, bounded independently of
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1,  of “elementary moves.” The proof here is obtained by a detailed
examination of the proof of (3) of 5.5 of [ 111.  This is used to show that if I
is a dominant weight, sufficiently far from the walls of the dominant region.
then r and r -prcr)+ ’ a are in the same block. When coupled with the work
in Section 3 this yields, in Section 5, the desired description of the blocks.
1.  PRELIMINARIES
To fix ideas we take G to be a universal Chevalley group constructed as in
] 13 J. Let g be a finite dimensional, complex, simple Lie algebra, h a Cartan
subalgebra and R the root system. We choose a Chevalley basis
IX,, Hi I 1 < i < 1, a E R} of g and let U,  denote the Z subalgebra of the
universal enveloping algebra of g generated by all XL/r!  with a E R and
r > 1. Let V be a finite dimensional g module, affording the representation rc,
such that the weights of V span the lattice of integral weights of h. Now we
take G to be the Chevalley group determined by II,  an admissible Z form V
of V and an algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic p.
Let A = K[G], the coordinate ring of G. Identifying A OK A with a
subalgebra of the K-algebra of K-valued functions on G X G, in the obvious
manner, we obtain a K-algebra map ,u: A -+ A 0 A, satisfying p(f)@,  y) =
f(xy)  for all fE A, and x, y E G. Thus we have a Hopf algebra (A, y, E)  over
K, where E: A + K is defined by c(f)  =f(l) for fE A. The antipode S of A
satisfies S(f)(x) =f(x-‘) for fE A, x E G. The coalgebra structure on A
gives rise, naturally, to an algebra structure on I’= Hom,(A,  K).
multiplication being given by
01 * Yzw-) = 01 0 YdPu-)
for Y,,I+E~,~EA.
For each root cz  there is a morphism of algebraic groups q,,,  from the
additive group of the field K to G, given by (O,(C) = x,(t), where x,(t) is the
generator of G defined in Section 3 of [ 121.  It follows that there are uniquely
determined elements r, ,r of I-  such that, for any f in A, t,,,  (.f)  is zero for
all but a finite number of r and
f@,(t))  = 2 fL,(J’)
r=0
for all t in K.
For any root a and positive integer r we write X,,,  for the element
X/r!@ 1 of u,, where U, = Ua OaK.  By convention X,,,  is the identity
element of U,. We know, from Sections 6.5, 6.6 and 9.1 of [3], that there is
a monomorphism of K-algebras w: U, -+ r satisfying v(X,,,) = c,., for all
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roots a, and positive integers r. Moreover, we also know from [3]  that ~(u,,)
is the subalgebra of Z consisting of those elements which vanish on ,dtp”,
the ideal of A generated by (fP” / f(l) = O}. Here, for a positive integer n. u,,
denotes the subalgebra of U, generated by (X,,, 1 a E R, 1 < r < p”}.
Any rational G module V may be regarded as a locally finite (dimen-
sional) U,  module by defining
for any u E U,, i E Z and extending this action K-linearly to the whole of V.
In the above {Vi : i E I}  is a basis of V and the elements fii of A are deter-
mined by the equations
Wi = C J;.i(  g> vj (g E W
.iEI
Conversely, given any locally finite U, module V, Cline, Parshall and
Scott have shown, in Sections 6.8 and 9.2 of [3]  (see also [ 14]),  that V may
naturally be regarded as a rational G module with action given on the
generators x,(t) (a E R, t E  K) by
x,(t)0  = c trxa,rv
F-=0
for u E V (it turns out that all but a finite number of the Xa,r~  are zero).
This transfer of action determines an inclusion preserving equivalence of
categories from locally finite U, modules to rational G modules.
Throughout this paper, T denotes the standard maximal torus arising from
the Chevalley construction of G and W denotes the Weyl group. The weight
lattice of T is denoted by X, the set of dominant weights by X’ and ( , )
denotes the positive definite, W invariant, bilinear, symmetric, nonsingular
form on X obtained from the Killing form on h.
2. AN OPERATOR ON THE BLOCKS
We progress by means of a general proposition on the representation
theory of Hopf algebras. For a morphism 0: A + B of commutative Hopf
algebras we denote by 0, (respectively 0”) the e-restriction (respectively 8-
induction) functor from the category of (right) A comodules (respectively B
comodules) to the category of B comodules (respectively A comodules).
These functors are discussed at length in Section 3 of [ 5 1 .
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Recall that the socle of a module (respectively comodule) is the sume of
its simple submodules (respectively subcomodules).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (H, p, E) be a commutative Hopf algebra over an
algebraically closed field K, A = ker E, A a sub-Hopf algebra of H and J =
(An.N)H. Let n:H-+H/Jandj:A + H be the natural maps. Suppose that
V is an H comodule such that x,,(V) is simple and W is an A comodule with
a simple socle. Then V @ j,( W) has a simple socle. Furthermore, if W is
simple, V @ j,( W) is simple.
Proof. (Based on an idea of H. Blau). Let { W,: r E .4”  } be a full set of
simple A comodules. Let m, be the K-dimension of W, and E, be the
rationally injective  envelope of W, for each t in 9. Suppose that the socle of
W is isomorphic to Wz,,
Now let Q be any finite dimensional H comodule such that z,(Q) is a
direct sum of copies of n,(V). It follows from Schur’s lemma that
dim Hom&xo(Q),  x0(V))  = dim Q/dim V. (1)
However, the reciprocity law and tensor identity for induction (3(c) and 3(h)
of 151)  give
dim Hom,,.,(zo(Q),  am) = dim Hom,(Q, ~“(~o(v))>
= dim Hom,(Q,  V 0 n,(K)). (2)
By Corollary 4.2 of [5], x’(K)  z j,(A) and by Green’s structure theorem for
coalgebras (1.5g  of [6])
Azx @f@E, (3)
ZE ‘9 i=  1
as right A comodules. Combining (l), (2) and (3) we obtain
dim Q/dim V = c m, dim Hom,(Q, V 0 j,@,)). (4)
TE 7
We first consider the case in which W is simple; that is, W = W,,. Let Q
be a nonzero  H submodule of V@ j,( W). The inclusion map from Q to
V@ j,( W) gives a nonzero  element of Horn&Q,  V 0 j,( W,,)) and from (4)
we obtain
dim Q/dim V>  m,, = dim W.
Thus dim Q > dim V@ W. The reverse inequality holds since Q is a
subspace  of V @ W. Hence Q = V @ W and V @ j,(w) is a simple H
comodule.
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We now consider the general case. We put Q,,  = I’@  j,(  W,,)  for any r’ in
/ . Applying (4) with Q = Q,, , we obtain
dim Hom,,(Q,.,  V :!3j,(E,))  = J,,,.,
the Kronecker delta, for any r,  r’ E ,? . In particular
dim Hoq,(Qrr  v@j,(E,,))  = J,,,,. (5)
Now if P is any simple H comodule which occurs in the socle of V @j&E,,)
then P is a composition factor of V @  j,(  W,)  for some 7 in .Y and so, by the
case already considered, P is isomorphic to Q,. Using Schur’s lemma, one
can see that the number of times that Q, occurs in the socle of I’@  j,(E,,)  is
recorded by the dimension of HomH(Qz, I’@  j&Y,,)). It now follows from
(5) that the socle of V @ j&Y,,) is isomorphic to the simple comodule Q,, .
Since the socle of W is isomorphic to W,,  we may identify W with a
subcomodule of ET1  and so V @ j,( W) with a subcomodule of V 0 j,(E,,).
Hence V @j,(W) has a simple socle, as required.
Let H = K[G],  the coordinate ring of our universal Chevalley group over
the algebraically closed field K of prime characteristic p.  Any rational left G
module V with basis {vi: i E I}  naturally gives rise to a right H comodule
iT( I’)  = (I’, r), where the K-map r: I’-, V@,  H satisfies
T(Vi) = 1 V j  0 hi
,ieI
for any i E I. The elements fii of H are determined by the equations
Pi = 1 &i(g)  vj (i E  I, g E  G).
.icr
Moreover, X determines an equivalence of categories between rational left G
modules and right H comodules.
For a dominant weight 1 we denote by L(A) the simple rational G module
with highest weight A.  The simple module with highest weight (p” - )p,
where p is half the sum of the positive roots, is called the nth Steinberg
module and may also be denoted by St,,. When n = 1 we may simply write
St.  The rationally injective envelope of L(A) will be denoted by I@)  and Fr
will denote the Frobenius morphism on rational G modules.
We now take, in Proposition 2.1, A = H@‘,  the sub-Hopf algebra of H
consisting of pth powers of elements of H = K[ G]. Thus J = H (A f7  M)  =
&‘t.  By Section 5.5 of [8]  St is projective as a u, module. However, ui is a
finite dimensional Hopf algebra and therefore Frobenius (in fact, by 19  ],
each algebra u, is symmetric). Thus St is injective as a u, module. It is well
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known that St is simple as a ui module and it follows that St is simple and
injective  as an Z-Z/J’lpl comodule. Hence we obtain from Proposition 2.1,
together with Corollary 4.4 of [5],
COROLLARY 2.2. For any dominant weight j,,
St @ Z(/y z Z((p - 1)p  + PA)
as a G module.
Remarks 1. Proposition 2.1 may also be used as the basis of a proof of
Steinberg’s twisted tensor product theorem. This is spelled out in
Section 2.4(A) of [4].
2 . Readers not as fond of Hopf algebras as the author may obtain a
proof of Corollary 2.2 which is independent of Propositon 2.1 by using the
formulas 2.3(3)  and 2.3(l)  of [ 121.
Let J and A’  be dominant weights. It follows from 2.5.5 of [6]  that
Horn&Z(k),  Z(A’))  is nonzero  if and only if Horn&Z@‘),  Z(A)) is nonzero.  We
say that k and X are adjacent if Hom,(Z(J), Z(n’))  is nonzero  and let - be the
equivalence relation generated by adjacency. We think of a block of G as an
equivalence class of dominant weights with respect to this relation (see 1.6 of
[ 61  for a general discussion of blocks of comodules). It is not difficult to
show that if L(I)  and L(X) are composition factors of some indecomposable
G module then A and X are in the same block.
We define an operator 8: X+ -+ Xt on the dominant weights by O(k)  =
(p - l)cl+ pl,  for any A in X+.
COROLLARY 2.3. Zf 23  is a block then tl(.%)  is a block.
Proof. Suppose that 2 and t are adjacent dominant weights. Thus L(I1)  is
a composition factor of Z(r) and so L((p  - 1)~  + $),  by Steinberg’s twisted
tensor product theorem isomorphic to St @ J?,()L)~~,  is a composition factor of
St ri;)  Z(t)“‘. According to Corollary 2.2 this implies that L((p  - 1)~  + pn)  is
a composition factor of Z((p  - 1)~  + pr); that is, (p - 1)~  + pA and
(p - 1 )c, + ps are adjacent. Since - is the equivalence relation generated by
adjacency this shows that any two elements of 8(.‘)  are equivalent.
To complete the proof we must show that if r,i  is adjacent to 6(A),  for some
element A of .9 then 9 lies in 19(.9).  In this case L(q) is a composition factor
of Z(O(A))  which, by Corollary 2.2, is isomorphic to St @ Z(n)“r.  It is not
difficult, using Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, to show that any
composition factor of St @Z(n)“’  has the form St 0 L(r)F’,  where L(7) is a
composition factor of Z(n). In particular q = /3(s) for some 7 E .9 and we are
done.
Let 11 be a dominant weight. We denote by I’@)  the simple, finite dimen-
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sional module, of highest weight A, for the simple Lie algebra g. Let u be a
nonzero  element in the L weight space of V(1), the finite dimensional U,
module (and hence rational G module) IV(n) = U I~ 0: K is called the Weyi
module of highest weight A.  The character of IV(n) is given by Weyl’s
character formula.
For any integral weight I, not equal to -p,  we define r(J)  to be the
nonnegative integer satisfying
The “dot” action of W on X is given by
for w E IV, ~1 E X. We denote by ZR the root lattice of G.
Corollary 2.4. For any dominant weight A,
(W.A+p r(l)+ ‘ZR) ,-,X4
is a union of blocks.
Proof. We first consider the case in which r(n)  = 0. It may be deduced
(see Section 2.3 of [lo])  from Green’s version (2.5.4 of [6])  of Brauer’s
reciprocity law that it is enough to check that if t, 17 are dominant, 7 is an
element of W I + pZR and L(q) is a composition factor of W(z), then q is
also an element of W 1+ pZR. However, this is an easy consequence of the
strong linkage principle, recently proved by Andersen (see Corollary 3 of
Ill).
Now suppose that A is any dominant weight. We may write A = @“(J’)
for some dominant I’ with r(A’)  = 0. By the above (W A’  + pZR) n Xi is a
union of blocks and so, by Corollary 2.3,
is a union of blocks, as required.
3. BLOCKS INTERSECT CERTAIN REGIONS
For any real number A we define
X(A)= {11EXI(~,a”)~AforeachaEB},
where B denotes the set of simple roots and a“ the coroot 2a/(a,  a)
associated with a. In this section we show that X(A) contains an element of
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each block. This allows us, in finding the blocks, to go from a dominant
weight A, close to the walls of the dominant region, to a weight in the same
block as 1,  in the hinterland. We could not escape from such awkward
corners using oly the elementary moves of Section 4.
For a positive integer m we put
In the proof of the following lemma we work in Jantzen’s  category of u, - 7’
modules. As in [ 1 I],  i(m, A) denotes the simple u, - T module having
highest weight 1,  &(m,  ,l) the projective envelope of i(m, A) as a u, - T
module and Z(m, A) the II,,,  - T module induced from the one dimensional
b,,,  - T module of weight A.  Here b, denotes the subalgebra of u,
corresponding to the Bore1 subgroup of G generated by all x,(t)
(a > 0, t E K).
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose I, E X’,  5 E B and
(A + p, a”) = bp’ + up”’
for integers a, b and r with 0 < b < p. Then, for each m > r with I E X,,
there is some t, E X such that
A - bp’a  + pm?,,,  E 9(A),
the block containing A.
Proof:  By Section 5.5 of [ 111 there is a nonzero  homomorphism of
u, - T modules from l?(m,  Iz - bp’a) to Z(m,  A).  Hence &z, A - bp’a)  is a
%I - T composition factor of 2?(m, A).  As Z(m,  I)/rad  z(m, A) is isomorphic
to l(m, A) and as &(m, 1) is defined as the projective cover of i(m, A)), there
is a surjective  homomorphism &(m,  A.) + 2?(m, A), hence L(m, A.) - bp’a) is a
composition factor of Q(m,  A).
Let nk = (p” - 1)~  + w&,  where w,,  is the longest element of IV. We
know, from the proof of Lemma 4 of [2], that L(1) occurs exactly once as a
u, submodule and exactly once as a G submodule of L(Ak) @ St,. We let
U,,,(n) be the indecomposable G component of L@i)  0 St, containing the
copy of L(A). Since St, is projective as a u, - T module so is L@i)  @ St,,,
also and it follows that U,,,(i)  is projective as a u,,,  - T module. Thus
&m,  A) is a II,,,  - T component of U,(n)  and so L(m,  A - bp’a) is a u, - T
composition factor of U,(A).  Hence there is a G composition factor L(q) of
U,,,(h) such that g(m,  Iz - bp’a) is a II,  - T composition factor of L(q).  By
Steinberg’s twisted tensor product theorem, L(q) is isomorphic to
L(q,) OL(q#‘@“,  where q = fl, + pm”*  and V, belongs to X,,,.
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It follows from (2) of Section 2.8 of [ 111 that
A - bp’a = r, + p”C
for some weight < of L(q*).  Thus we have
v=L--bp’a+p”r,,
where 5, = q2 - {.
Now 1 and r,r  are in the same block since L(A) and L(q) are composition
factors of the indecomposable G module U,,,(A).  This proves the lemma.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For any real number A and any block 9, 59 n X(A)
is not empty.
ProoJ Suppose, for a contradiction, that 9 n X(A) is empty. For any I
in 9 we define
S(A) = {a E B 1 (A,  a”) < A}.
Of course, by the supposition, for each A in 9, S(A) is not empty. Let
s = minimum{lS(A.)(:A E 3}
and
We choose first some a E B such that (A, a”) < A for some 1 E .5Y9  and then
~1  E 9, such that (u,  a”) is as small as possible. By the lemma, for all m
sufficiently  large, there is some r, E X such that
,u,,,=p-bpra+pmr,E9,
where @+ p, a”) = bp’ + apr+’  for some 0 < b < p.
Now if /3  E S@,), B # a we have
01,9  P”)  = h8”)  - Wla, 8”) + P”YG,~  8”)
with (a,/?“) < 0. But ,u,,, is dominant so (J,,  /I”)  2 0 and therefore
(r,,/3”) > 0 for.  all m large. However, (u,,  /I”)  < A and so it follows that
(5,  , p”) < 0 for all m large. Thus we obtain (T,,,,  p”) = 0 for all m large and
so.
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which implies that p E S@). We have shown that, for m large, if /? E S@,)
and p # a then /3  E S(u).  Since a E S(.u),  by the choice of ,u,  we have
S’&,)  E S@). Now, by the minimality of IS@)],  we must have S@,) = Sk)
and so a E S(,u,),  for all m large. We obtain, from the definition of S@,)
(u,,  a’)  = (p,  a”) - 2bp’  + f(t,,  a’) < A.
As above, we obtain (t,, a”) = 0, for all m large, and so b,,,,  a”) < (u,  a”),
contradicting the minimality of 01, a”). This contradiction proves the
proposition.
4. SEQUENCES OF ELEMENTARY MOVES
For a weight 1 and a simple root a we define r(J.,  a) = co  if (,I.  + p,  a”) = 0
and define r(J,  a) by (,I  + p,  a”) E pr(‘*a)Z\p’(alo)+  ‘Z otherwise. Thus we
have
r(I) = minimum{ r(& a) 1 a E B )
if 1 is not equal to -p.  We put I-(-p)  = 00.
For a nonnegative integer r we define (more or less as in Section 2.4 of
[lo])  P = {A E XI r(L) = r}. We put Zoo)  = {-p}.
For any 1 E X and a E B such that (A  + p,  a”) # 0 we defme integers
b@, a), 4, a) by
(A + p, a”) = b@,  a)prtAva)  + a(& a) pr(Aqa’t  ’
with 0 < b(A,  a) < p.
For 1,  ,u  E X we shall write 1+ ~1  if p = 1 - b(A,  a) prfAve)  for some a E B
with +I, a) equal to r(i) or r(A) + 1. We write, for 1,  ~1  E X, d(lz,  ~1)  = n if n
is the length of a shortest sequence 1= I,,  1, ,...,  1, = P such that, for each
O,<i<n, 1,+1,+1  o r  I,+,+&. If no such sequence exists we write
d(I,p)  = co. We say that 1 and fl are related by an elementary move if
d(,l, p) = 1 and say that 1 and fl are related by a sequence of elementary
moves if d(&p) is finite. We shall see, in Section 5, that if I and ~1  are
dominant weights, related by a sequence of elementary moves and d(& II)  is
small compared to the distance of 1 and p from the walls of the dominant
chamber, then they are in the same block.
Let A be a weight not equal to --p. For our final technical definition we
put m(A,  a) = m if m is the shortest length of a sequence a = a,, a,,..., a, of
simple roots such that (ai+, , a;)  < 0 for i = 1,2,...,  m - 1 and
r(l,  a,) = r(A).
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The proof of the following proposition was obtained by counting the
number of elementary moves needed in the proof of (3) of Section 5.5 of
IllI*
PRWOSITION 4.1. For any A E &“,  a E B and positive integer k
d(A, A - kp’+ ‘a) < k(2p)m’A3a).
Proof: The proof is by induction on m = m(A, a). We suppose first that
m(l,  a) = 1.  Then (A  + p,  a”) = bp’ mod prt ’ for some 0 < b < p. Thus
d(A, A - bp’a) = 1. (1)
N o w  (A- bp’a  +~,a”)-  bp’-2bp’r  (p-b)p’ modp’+‘. H e n c e
d(A - bp’a,  A - bp’a  - (p - b) p’a)  = 1; that is,
d(A - bp’a,  A - p’+  ‘a) = 1. (2)
Now (1) and (2) give
d@,  A- p’+  ‘a) < 2 < 2p (3)
using the triangle inequality for d( , ). Now repeated application of (3) gives
d@, A- kp’+  ‘a) < 2kp
for any positive integer k, as required.
We now assume that m > 1 and that the proposition holds for A’  E A’(“),
/l E B with m(l’, p) < m. Clearly it suffices to prove the proposition with
k= 1.
Case (i). p does not divide (a,,, , ai _ ,)
Now (A + p, a;) = bp’ + up’+  ‘, where 0 < b < p. It is easy to see that
1 --f I - bp’a,  and A - p’+  ‘a + A- p” ‘a - bp’a,.  Hence, by the triangle
inequality,
d(A, A - prt  ‘a) Q  2 + d(A - bp’a,,  I - p’+  ‘a - bp’a,). (4)
Now putting II’ = I.- bp’a,  we have A’  E A?) and (A’ +p,  ah-,) =
(3L+p,a~_,)-bp’(a,,a~_,). By the minimality of m, (A  + p, a& ,)  = 0
mod p’+  ‘; hence (A’  + p, a:- ,) = -bpr(a,, a:- ,) f 0 mod p’+  ‘.  Thus
m(A’, a) < m(A, a) and (4) together with the inductive assumption gives
d(;l, I - ~“‘a) < 2 + (2~)‘“~’  < (2~)“’
as required.
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Case (ii). (a*, cP)  = - 1
It is evident, from the minimality of m, that m(A, a,) = m - 1. Hence the
inductive assumption gives, for any n > 0,
d(il- npr+‘a,,  A) Q n(2p)m-’ (5)
and
d(A -pr+‘cf,A  -pr+‘a -np’+‘a,) < n(2p)“.-I. (6)
Now (A - npr+‘a2  + p,  a”) = (A  + p,  a’) + np’+  ‘, so that, for some
0 < n, < p, we have (I, - n,p’+‘a,  + p,  a“) = p’+ ’ modp”‘. Thus
Ln,p’+’ a, -+ 2 - n, prflaZ - p’+ ‘a. (7)
Now using (5) and (6) with it = n, we obtain
d(A, A - p’+  ‘a)
< 2t~~(2p)~-  + d(l  - no p’+  ‘a*,  A - n, p’+  la, - p’+  ‘a)
by the triangle inequality. Using (7) this becomes
d(A, A -pr+‘a) < 2n,(2p)m-’  + 1,
which is less than (2~)“~ thus completing Case (ii).
Since the Dynkin diagram of an indecomposable root system cannot have
more than one multiple bond we must have m = 2 and (a*, a”) = -p in the
cases not covered by (i) and (ii).
Case (iii) m = 2, (a2,  a’) = -2, p = 2
In this case the subroot  system generated by a and a, is of type B, and so
(a, a;) = -1.
If (A  + p,  a”) = 2’+’ mod 2’+* then A -+ A- 2”‘a SO
d(A, A - 2’+‘a) = 1 < (2~)’  = 16
as required.
On the other hand, if (A  + p, a”) E 0 mod 2’+* then (A + p - 2’a2, a”) =
(A  + p,  al’) + 2’+  i E 2’+  ’ mod 2rt2 so we obtain
A-,~-2’a,-*~-2’a2-2’+‘a.
We also have 13 - 2’+la -+ A - 2’a, - 2’+ ‘a, which proves
d(,l,  A - 2’+‘a)  < 3 < 16 = (2~)’
as required.
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Case (iv). m = 2, (a,, a”) = -3, p = 3.
In this case R must be of type G, and (a, a;‘) = -1. Now (A  + p, al’) =
3’+‘c mod 3’+’ for some 0 < c < 2. If c = 1 then A -+ A - 3’+‘a  and we are
done. Thus we may assume that c is 0 or 2. Now (A  + p, a;)  = 3’b mod 3’+  ’
for some 0 < b < 3. Hence b is 1 or 2 and we have b + c = 1 mod 3 or
c-br I mod3.
Subcase  (a). b + c = 1 mod 3. We leave it to the reader to check that in
this case
and
so that
d(k  A - 3’+‘a) < 3 < (2p)*=  36.
Subcuse  (b). b = 1,  c = 2. It is not difficult to check that
A+ A - 2 3’+  ‘a  + A - 2 . 3’+ ‘a  - 3’a2
and
This shows that
d(A, A- 3’+‘a) < 4 < (2~)  = 36.
Subcase  (c). b = 2, c = 0. Once more we give the reader a chore, this
time of checking that A -+ A - 2 I 3’a2 -+ A - 2 3’a2  - 2 3’+ ‘a  and that ‘4 -
3’+  ‘a -+ A - 3’+ ‘a - 2 3’a,. Hence, by the triangle inequality,
d(l, A - 3’+ ‘a) < 3 + d(A’, A’ - 3’+ ‘a), (8)
where A’  = A - 3’+‘a  - 2 3’a2. NOW
(A’  + p, a”) = (A + p, a”) - 3’+ ‘(a, au) - 2 3’(a,,  au)
=(~+p,a”)-2.3’+1+2~3’t1~Omod3’+2
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and
(2’ + p, a;)  = (A + p, a;)  - 3*+  ‘(a, 4 - 4 3’
=(l+p,a;)+3’+‘-4.3’
= (,J + p, a;)  - 3’ z 3’ mod 3” ‘.
Thus, by Subcase (a),
Now (8) and (9) give
d(l’,  I’ - 3’+ ‘a) < 3. (9)
as required.
d(A, A - 3’+‘a) < 6 < (2~)’  = 36
This exhausts all possibilities and so completes the proof of the
proposition.
Let I denote the number of simple roots.
COROLLARY 4.2 . For any positive integer r, any A E A”” and any a E B,
d(ll, A- p’+  ‘a) < (2~)‘.
For any 0 = CnsB m,a  in the root lattice ZR we define ht(e),  the height
of 8, to be CacB Im,l.
By induction on the height we obtain from Corollary 4.2.
COROLLARY 4.3. For any positive integer r, any A E A’(“’  and any
OEZR
d(A, L - p’+ ‘13)  Q ht(Q(2p)‘.
5. A DESCRIPTION OF THE BLOCKS
We are able to use the material of Sections 3 and 4 to build up a picture
of the blocks via the following.
LEMMA 5.1. Let 1 be a dominant weight, a a simple root, (A + p, a”) =
bp” + apm+‘, for nonnegative integers a, b, m with 0 < b <p  and ,u =
A- bp’a. If ,a is dominant it is in the same block as A.
Proof: Let w+  be a nonzero  element of weight ,I in the Weyl module
E’(A).  Now w(A) is the K-span of elements of the form
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and the weight of such an element is A - x:n>o  no/?.  If such an element has
weight ~1 we must have
bp”a = y‘ nob.
O - 7 0
Since a is simple this gives nu = bp” and n4 = 0 if /I # a. Hence the ,u  weight
space of IV(A)  is spanned by X- a,bpm~S.  Now the character of IV(A)  is given
by Weyl’s character formula so it follows from the proposition of
Section 21.3 of [7]  that p is a weight of IV(A).  Hence X-a,bpm~i- is not zero.
If /I is a simple root, different from a, then for any positive integer s, X,,,
and XPn,bpm commute. Thus X,,, annihilates X-,,bpm~t. One may see from
the lemma of Section 26.2 of [7]  that X,,, also annihilates X-a,6pm~t.  It
follows that X-a,bpm~+ generates a submodule of IV(A)  of highest weight ,u.
Thus L@) is a composition factor of the indecomposable module W(A),
proving that II and ,u are in the same block.
COROLLARY 5.2 . If for A, ,a E Xt  there is a chain A=  L,, ;i, ,..., 1, =,a
withall&EX+  and,foreach  l<i<n,~i~~i+,or~i+,-tii,then~and,u
lie in the same block.
To use this corollary we shall need some very easy results.
LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that A is a real number, m an integer, A E X(A)
and,a=~+ma,firsomeaEB;  then,aEX(A-3Iml).
Proof We have
Cu,S”>=(~,8”)+m(a,P”>~A-3llml
for any /I E B, as the modulus of a Cartan integer is at most 3.
LEMMA 5.4. Let A be a real number, r a nonnegative integer and A.
,u E pr’. rf A E X(A) and d(& ,a) < 00  then ,a E X(A - 3~” *d@,  ,a)).
Proof: By induction it suffices to consider the case in which d(;l, ,a) = 1.
Thus, for some a E B, we have ,a = 2 f bp’a,  where s = r or r + 1 and 0 <
b < p. Hence, by Lemma 5.3, ,u  E X(A - 3bp’)  c X(A - 3~”  ‘).
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let A be a real number, r a nonnegative integer and
&pEX(A)nX”‘.  ZfA>+p’+* d(&,a) then A and ,u lie in the same block.
Proof We choose a sequence A= A,, A, ,...,  1, =P,  where m = d(1,  p)
and, for each 1 Q i < m, Ai-+ ,li+i or Ai+, + Ai. Then, for any i, we have
d(& ni) < m/2 or d(Ai 3 P) < 42. Hence, by Lemma 5.4, /I; E
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X(A -;p’+*m)EX(O)=X+. Now A and ,u are in the same block by
Corollary 5.2.
For a nonnegative integer r, we define A, to be ~~‘~*(2p)‘ht(2p).  The
importance of the constants A, lies in the following result.
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let r be a nonnegative integer and 1 E X(A,)  ~3 x(I).
Then
(i) A + 2mp’+‘p  E 9(A) for any nonnegative integer m;
(ii) for any OE  ZR such that ,I + p’+‘OE X(A,)  we have A +
pr+  ‘8  E 3(n).
Proof: (i) Consider the case in which m = 1. By Corollary 4.3,
d(A + 2pr+‘p,  A) < (2~)’  ht(2p).  Hence
A,>;p’+*d(A  + 2p’+‘p,p)
and so ,I + 2prt  ‘p E 9(A)  by Proposition 5.5.
The general case follows by induction on m.
(ii) For any nonnegative integer, m we have
~+2mprt1p,,+pr+18+2mprt1pEX(Ar+2mprt1).
Let m be so large that
A,. + 2mp”’  > jp’+*ht(f3)(2p)‘.
(1)
(2)
.By Corollary 4.3 and (2),
tp”*d@  + 2mprtLp  +p’+’ 8,1+2mprt’p)<A,+2mprt’.
Hence, by (1) and Proposition 5.5,
A + 2mp’+  ‘p  + p’+  le  E 9@ + 2mp’+  ‘p). (3)
From part (i) we obtain .9(A)  = S(n + 2mp’+‘p)  and .@(A  + p’+‘B) =
.%$I,  + p’+  ‘8 + 2mp’+  ‘p), so (3) gives A?(1 + pr+‘t?)  = 9(A),  as required.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let r be a nonnegative integer and ,I E X(A,)  n Xcr’.
Then
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Proof. We must show that, for any element w of W and A E X(A,)  n P,
(W 2 +prtLzR)nx(A,)  ~2qA). (1)
If w = 1 then we obtain (1) from Proposition 5.6(ii).
Now suppose that, for some a E B, w = s,, the reflection corresponding to
CL Since I E Xr) we have
(A + p, a’) = bp’ + up,+  ’
for integers a and b with 0 < b < p. For any m,
(A t 2mp’+  ‘p  t p, a’) = bp’ + (a + 2m)p’+ ’
and A + 2mprt  ip E X(A,  t 2mpr+‘).  Thus, if m  is a large positive integer
A t 2mprt  ‘p  - bp’u  E X(,4,)  G Xt  .
By Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.6(i),
A t 2mp’+  ‘p  - bp’a  E 9(A  t 2mp’+  ‘p) = 9(A).
Now by (1) with w = 1 and A replaced by I t 2mp’+  ‘p  - bp’+ ‘a,
(A - bp’a  + p,+ ‘ZR) n X(,4 ,) E 9(3,  t 2mp’+  ‘p  - bp’a).
However,
so
s;A=A-(1+p,a”)a=A-bp’a-ap’+‘a
(s,  . II +p,fYzR)nX(A,)  = (A - bp’a  t pr+lzR)nx(A,).
Combining (2), (3) and (4) we obtain (1) with w = s,.
(2)
(3)
(4)
Equation (1) now follows in general by using induction on the length
function on W.
THEOREM 5.8. For any dominant weight I,,
~(~)=(W.~tp”~)+‘ZR)nx+.
Proof. Replacing A by an element of (W A + prcA)+  ‘ZR) n X(,4,&, if
necessary, we may assume that 13 E: X(A,&.  By Corollary 2.4,
(W,k+p‘(‘)+  ‘ZR)  n Xf is a union of blocks. Suppose, for a contradiction
to the theorem, that there is a b l o c k  9’ contained in
(W~A.+p~(*)+'ZR)nx+ such that II  is not an element of 9’. By
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Proposition 5.7, 9’ n X(ArcA,) is empty. However, this contradict
Proposition 3.2. Thus no such ..S’ exists and .!8(A)  =
(W,l+pr(*)+IZR)  n x+.
Remark. For any positive integer n,  the fine Weyl group W,. is defined
to be the group of permutations of X generated by he Weyl group and tran-
slations by elements of the form ~“0, for 8 in ZR. The “dot” action of W,.
on X is given by u ,D = a(,~  + p) -p,  for o E W,.,, ~1 E X. It now follows
from Theorem 5.8 that dominant weights A and ,U  are in the same block if
and only if r(A) = r+)  and A and p are conjugate under the dot action of
w,r,.u  + I,
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